We present a case study where we use automated formal analysis to reason about problem-frame concerns. 
Introduction
Problem frames [2] are a technique for problem decomposition and analysis. Each problem frame describes a general problem that is commonly solved using a computer, such as controlling devices or visualizing data. The technique involves decomposing complex problems into simpler ones that "fit" one of the existing problem frames.
A fundamental characteristic of the technique is that three different kinds of descriptions are necessary to describe a machine that is a computer-based solution to a problem. The first is a description of the domains, which are the parts of the real world that the problem involves. The second is a description of the requirements, the effects of the machine over the domains. The third is the specification of the machine itself, detailing the interface between the machine and domains. Each problem frame involves all three kinds of description. Any suitable notation can be used for the descriptions.
Part of the problem frames technique is the need to consider and address various concerns, which are issues that have an effect on the success of the computerbased solution. Concerns are divided into three categories: the decomposition concern, which is the issue of dividing a problem into smaller subproblems of known types; subproblem concerns, which are issues involving individual subproblems; and composition concerns, which are issues involving the relationships between subproblems. Specific concerns are named in each category [2] .
We use the Alloy formal language [1] to describe the domains, requirements, and specifications of a problem frame. Alloy is a formal language based on firstorder logic and sets. We also use the Alloy analyzer tool to perform automated analysis of these descriptions in order to verify them with respect to various concerns. This paper shows a case study where we formalize the elements of some problem frames, frame three subproblems of a real-world problem, and analyze these subproblems individually and with respect to their composition. Previous work on the formalization of problem frames has demonstrated the benefits of automated analysis [3] . This paper augments that work by applying projection-based composition techniques [4] to explore problem frame composition concerns.
Problem descriptionStudySpace
The StudySpace system was conceived to address the problem of allowing distance education students to access course material over the web. The problem involved providing navigation facilities so students could browse through the topics of a course. The topics already existed in the form of HTML pages. Another problem was the need to divide the pages into layers, where each layer presented the same topics from a different perspective. For example, one could have a concepts layer with an outline of the main issues of the topic and a discussion layer with an extended description of these issues. Finally, students should be able to add their own information to each page by adding margin notes or highlighting important information. By analyzing and discussing the needs of the distance education program, we identified several subproblems. This case study concentrates on three of these subproblems: the navigation subproblem, the layering subproblem, and the linking-user-pages subproblem. It contains formal Alloy descriptions of these three subproblems.
In the navigation subproblem, the student may view pages in sequence through "next page" and "previous page" buttons, or through direct access, by selecting the desired page from a table of contents. This is an instance of the commanded behaviour frame.
In the layering subproblem, the student may switch between the various layers of the course. This is also an instance of the commanded behaviour frame.
In the linking-user-data subproblem, regular pages are replaced with the corresponding user-modified pages whenever the user-defined pages exist. This is an instance of the transformation frame.
A simple formal framework for a problem frame
The skeleton of a generic problem frame is formalized in Alloy as a signature. The frame contains three elements: machine, requirement, and domains. Both the machine and requirement refer to phenomena from the same set of domains. The signature below is an example from the commanded behaviour problem frame. 
Common domains in this problem
In this section we present the formalization of two basic domains shared by all of the subproblems.
The World Wide Web
StudySpace uses a web browser as its underlying architecture. The browser has a fixed structure and behaviour, being considered part of the real world. The basic element of the browser is the link. The link is an address that uniquely identifies a page stored at some web server. It is a given set with no attributes.
sig Link { }
The browser itself is the window or frame that shows a web page on a user's screen. Each browser always displays a single page, identified by a link.
sig Browser { display: Link } The only browser operation modeled for this case study is the operation of loading a page and presenting it on the browser's display. 
The Table of Contents
Most subproblems in the StudySpace involve the table of contents (TOC). The TOC is made up of individual topics (TOCtopic), each of which has a title (the string that is displayed in the TOC) and a link to some web page.
sig Title { } sig TOCtopic { title: Title, link: Link } The TOC itself has slightly different definitions depending on the subproblem.
Navigation subproblem
The navigation subproblem consists of allowing a student to navigate through the pages of a course. This can be done by clicking on a specific topic of the table of contents or on the "previous" or "next" buttons of the user interface. The navigation subproblem fits the required behaviour problem frame. The student is the operator who issues commands to navigate through the pages. The controlled domain is a course browser which consists of a course TOC and a browser. Both the browser and the TOC are updated after each student's command.
The Course Browser
In the navigation subproblem, the TOC is described as a sequence of topics. The sequence is necessary to describe the next and previous navigation facilities. The TOC also keeps track of the page currently under display. There are two constraints on the TOC elements. First, the current topic must be one of the pages in the sequence of the TOC. Second, there shouldn't be duplicated pages in the sequence.
The course browser is a controlled domain and contains a TOC and a browser. 
The Student
A student is an operator issuing one of three kinds of navigation commands: click on a topic of a TOC, click on the next button, or click on the previous button. The clickTOC command must contain the title of the TOC where the student clicked. The facts below guarantee that the three commands form a partition of the StudentNavigation set. 
The navigation frame
As discussed in section 3, a frame consists of three descriptions. The navigation frame is an instance of the commanded behaviour frame. In its formal description we present the domains, the requirements, and the machine, which are specialized from the commanded behaviour problem frame. The machine specification in this case is a function that displays the requested page.
sig NavigationFrame extends CommandedBehaviourFrame { } { domains.CDbefore in CourseBrowserNavigation domains.CDafter in CourseBrowserNavigation domains.OP in StudentNavigation display requested page(machine) } Depending on the command issued by the student at the machine interface, the machine takes the apropriate action to change the course browser: UpdateTOC is issued when the student clicks on the title of a topic in the table of contents; UpdateNext and UpdatePrevious are issued when the user clicks on the arrow buttons. Each of these events determines which link needs to be loaded, and invokes the operation LoadPage to handle loading into the browser. The machine specification also guarantees that the sequence of pages in a course remains the same. In general, the machine specifications use Alloy's relational algebra to traverse relations to determine the desired results. This resembles a procedure that shows how to obtain the results given the input events. In contrast, a requirement uses predicate logic quantifiers to describe the elements that should be in the result, and those that should not be. This conforms to the informal idea that the requirements should describe what are the effects of the machine over the domains.
The following is the requirement for the navigation problem. && r.domains.OP in clickPrevious) ) ) } 6 Navigation concerns
Frame concern
Analysis of the frame concern is used to verify that the machine specification satisfies the requirements. For each specific frame, given the domain properties and the machine specification, the requirements must be true (S ∧ D ⇒ R). In Alloy, this is verified using an assert. In the assert below, f is an instance of the navigation frame. The frame contains the domain properties. The assert specifies that for every frame, if the machine specification holds, the requirements also hold.
assert NavigationFrameConcern { all f: NavigationFrame | display requested page(f.machine) ⇒ NavigationRequirement(f.req) } The "check" command in Alloy is used to verify the assertion. If the assertion is false, Alloy provides a counterexample -in this case, a value of f where the property does not hold. If a counterexample is found, it must be examined in conjunction with the descriptions of the domains and the subproblem to determine the reasons why the desired property does not hold.
Before verifying assertions, it is important to attempt to generate instances of the model to ensure that there are no inconsistencies. In the presence of inconsistencies, counterexamples to assertions will never be found.
The analyzer found a counterexample for the navigation frame concern assertion. In the counterexample the page displayed in the browser did not match the page marked as "current" in the TOC after the execution of the machine. Observing the counterexample, we realized that this was also true about the course browser before the execution of the machine. This led us to understand that we first had to address an initialization concern in order to satisfy the frame concern.
Initialization concern
The specification of the navigation machine assumed that the course browser domain started in a state where the displayed page matched the current marked page in the TOC. However, this initialization must be explicitly included in the specified machine behaviour. In order to address the initialization concern, the following function was added to the machine specification.
fun InitializeCourseBrowser(c: CourseBrowserNavigation) { c.browserNav.display = c.courseTOCnav.current.link } After changing the specification to make the machine initialize the controlled domain, the Alloy analyzer did not find any counterexamples for the navigation frame concern.
Layering subproblem
Besides navigating through the topics of a course the student should also be able to navigate through the different layers of each topic. The layering subproblem is also a commanded behaviour problem and it is framed in a similar way as the navigation problem. An important difference is that this subproblem defines the TOC as a set of pages, not a sequence, because the order of pages is not relevant to the subproblem. 
Linking-user-data subproblem
The subproblem of linking user-data involves replacing the pages of a course with user-modified versions of the same pages, which are presumably kept in storage. The subproblem is an instance of the transformation frame -it transforms a TOC that has links to original pages into a TOC that has links to user-modified pages, when they exist. The following is the formal framework of the generic transformation frame. The input domain to the transformation problem defines the inputs as a TOC (set of pages) and a partial function from original links to links to user-modified pages. The framed subproblem is a specialized version of the transformation frame, setting the specific domains and machine specification. The machine performs the transformation using set operations. 
Composition concerns
Having described each subproblem, we must now compose them so that we can analyze whether the individual machines produce the desired effects when used together. A composed frame in Alloy simply contains an instance of each subproblem.
sig ComposedFrame { navigation: NavigationFrame, layering: Layering, userdata: Userdata } The composition of problem frames is essentially about sharing domains. In Alloy, we create a composed problem by creating an instance of each subproblem and matching domains across them.
The two controlled behaviour subproblems can be composed by matching the common domains CDbefore, CDafter, and Operator. We do not expect conflicts because the operators in the two subproblems generate disjoint sets of events, and we define that only one event is generated during an execution step of the composed machine, so only one of the two subproblem machines will have an effect during each execution step of the composed machine.
The transformation subproblem converts a table of contents into another, much like the other subproblems, but without the need for an operator. So we match the input of the subproblem with the CDbefore domains, and the output with CDafter. Having matched the shared domains, we must create a composed machine and a composed requirement. Both are created using conjunction as the composition operator [5] . 
Commensurability concern
The first attempt at composition hits a snag -the navigation and layering subproblems defined the table of contents differently. In the navigation subproblem, the table of contents is a sequence of pages, while in the layering concern the table of contents is a set of pages. The problem is detected when attempting to compile the above statements. This is an example of a commensurability concern. A shared domain has different representations in two subproblems. In this case, the concern is easily solved, because we can derive a set from a sequence. The last statement in both input and output sections above should then be rewritten as: These changes allow the Alloy description to compile. We can now write the frame concern for the composed problem, for which the analyzer finds no counterexamples.
assert ComposedFrameConcern { all c: ComposedFrame | composed machine(c) ⇒ composed requirements(c) }
Scheduling concerns
While checking the frame concern is a necessary step towards gaining confidence in the correctness of a specification, it is not sufficient. The analyzer may fail to find counterexamples of a frame concern simply because inconsistencies in the model make it impossible to create any instance of the model, which leads to the predicate in the frame concern never being false.
In order to gain assurance of the correctness of the model, we ask the analyzer to generate instances of the model. The following asks for a simple instance:
The instance is generated successfully, which shows there are no logical inconsistencies in the model. However, further tests should be done to verify that it is possible to generate nontrivial instances. After going through this process, we discover that the following instance cannot be generated: The analyzer is unable to generate an instance where there are any user-modified pages. Examining the code reveals that it is not possible to simultaneously modify the table of contents through a command from the operator and through the user-data transformation. These operations must be done in sequence -this is a scheduling concern, a sign that the order in which the subproblem machines are executed is important to the composed problem.
There are two options for solving the scheduling concern. We can perform the user-data transformation before working on the operator's command, by connecting the output of the transformation subproblem to the CDbefore domains of the commanded behaviour subproblems. Alternatively, we can perform the transformation after the operator's command has been processed, by connecting the input of the transformation subproblem to the CDafter domains of the commanded behaviour subproblems.
In addition to the different matching of domains, another change is necessary in the composed frames with scheduling. The composed requirement must not only make sure that all the requirements of the subproblems are true, but also that a subproblem that is executed after another does not invalidate the previous one's actions. That is, the expected final result should depend on results of all subproblems. For example, if we perform the user-data transformation before the commanded behaviour subproblems, we need to make sure that the final result still contains the user-modified pages. The requirement is as follows: The analyzer can help us decide which of the two scheduling options, if any, is most appropriate. Both compositions improve on the previous one in that all instances tested are generated successfully. However, the frame concern of the first composition (user-data before navigation and layering) fails. A study of the counterexample reveals that the layering operation will overwrite the user-modified pages placed in the table of contents by the user-data transformation. The second composition, user-data after navigation and layering, succeeds.
Summary
Using the problem frames approach involves the following steps:
1. Decompose a problem into subproblems that fit one of several predefined problem frames;
2. Divide each subproblem into its domains, requirements, and specifications;
3. Write descriptions for the domains, requirements, and specifications of each subproblem;
4. Analyze the frame concern of each subproblem;
5. Find and address other subproblem concerns;
6. Compose the subproblems to form the complete problem;
7. Analyze the frame concern of the composed problem;
8. Find and address composition concerns.
The Alloy language is a suitable language for writing the descriptions in step 3. It combines first-order logic and sets to create concise, simple declarative descriptions that are precise, unambiguous, and can be understood by humans. A broader study on the formalization of problem frames can be found in The same language can be used to specify the composition of framed subproblems in step 6. The Alloy analyzer allows us to challenge the descriptions and verify assertions, helping perform steps 4, 5, 7, and 8. The result of combining the problem frames approach with formal specifications is an approach that has all the benefits of an informal best practice in requirements and of automated analysis.
